PEACE OF MIND WITH DHL CARGO INSURANCE

YOUR FREIGHT IS SUSCEPTIBLE TO ACCIDENTS, THEFTS AND NATURAL DISASTERS. DHL CARGO INSURANCE CAN HELP.

It's a common misconception that a freight shipment is automatically compensated by our trading conditions in case of damage or loss. However DHL is a limited liability company and your cargo is not insured by us. Even though we take the utmost care, your goods can be damaged or lost and the full value of your shipment is at risk. DHL Cargo Insurance is your solution.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE CARGO WITH DHL CARGO INSURANCE

WHY CHOOSE CARGO INSURANCE WHEN TRANSPORTING GOODS?
Under national and international laws and conventions, or general terms and conditions, a freight forwarder’s liability is limited. Cargo insurance provides an All-Risk protection against the unforeseen, giving your business the vital financial stability that it needs.

BENEFITS OF DHL CARGO INSURANCE
- All-risk coverage of the full full cargo value + transport costs
- Highly competitive rates for virtually any type of goods
- One-stop shop: with our in-house insurance expertise we can handle all your freight and insurance needs
- Fast and effective claim handling

DHL CARGO INSURANCE IN ACTION:

Cargo value: €100,000

A DHL Freight truck is hit by another vehicle, causing a fire which completely destroys the cargo

Transport costs: €800

With insurance: The full value of your shipment is protected. €100,800 will be covered

Without Insurance: Only a fraction of the actual value is compensated

* Compensation is based on law, conventions or conditions.

DHL CARGO INSURANCE WILL GIVE YOU PEACE OF MIND

Contact your local DHL Freight Sales representative for an instant quote.
www.freight.dhl